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EDUC 236: Prototyping for Organizational Improvement 

Benerd School of Education  
Syllabus 

 
 

 
Contact Information 
[insert here] 
 
Course Meetings 
[insert here] 
 
Course Description 
Immerses students in the design thinking process to engage clients in collaboratively prototyping solutions for 
organizational improvement. 
Prerequisite: EDUC 235: Design Thinking for Organizational Analysis 
 
 
Gladys L. Benerd School of Education Mission 
To prepare thoughtful, reflective, caring and collaborative professionals for service to diverse populations….  
 
Benerd Program Conceptual Framework 
The conceptual framework undergirding the Benerd’s programs is: 
 
BSE candidates and graduates are reflective practitioners… 

The cornerstone of the Benerd School of Education’s conceptual framework is the metaphor of the 
reflective practitioner. Reflective practice involves reflecting on and taking responsibility for one’s actions 
through continuous planning and re-planning of professional practice. Embedded throughout the School’s 
programs and courses are the concept, practice and metaphor of a reflective practitioner.  

 
…who are committed to six core values… 

 Scholarship 

 Integrity and Ethical Conduct 

 Diversity 

 Social and Community Responsibility 

 Collegiality 

 Teaching and Learning 

 
 
...and who understand and practice 14 learner-centered principles of effective teaching and learning…. 

Cognitive and Metacognitive Factors 

 Nature of the Learning Process 

 Goals of the Learning Process 

 Construction of Knowledge 

 Strategic Thinking 

 Thinking about Thinking 

 Context of Learning 
 
Developmental and Social Factors 

 Developmental Influences on Learning 

 Social Influences on Learning 

Motivational and Affective Factors 

 Motivational and Emotional Influences on 
Learning 

 Intrinsic Motivation to Learn 

 Effects of Motivation on Effort 
 
Individual Differences 

 Individual Differences in Learning 

 Learning and Diversity 

 Standards and Assessment 

 
The faculty in the Gladys L. Benerd School of Education has long been committed to preparing “reflective practitioners.” They 
formally adopted the six “core values” in 2001 and the fourteen “learner-centered principles” in 2002. The learner-centered 
principles were developed by the American Psychological Association in the late 1990s, and they apply to all learners from children 
to teachers, administrators, parents and community members involved in educational activities. A full description of the six “core 
values” and the fourteen “learner-centered principles” can be found on the School’s website at http://www.pacific.edu/education. 
Taken together, the reflective practitioner model, the six core values, and the fourteen learner-centered principles define the 

http://www.pacific.edu/education
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conceptual framework undergirding School of Education programs. 

 
 
Alignment with Relevant Program, School, and University Outcomes 

Program 
Goals 

Program Learning Outcomes Alignment with Benerd School of 
Education Goals 

Alignment with 
Pacific Institutional 
Learning Outcomes 

2.  
Develop 
Change 
Processes 

2.1 Identify key attributes of a 
solution. 

2.2 Utilize evidence-based literature 
in guiding the development of 
solutions. 

2.3 Collaboratively select and 
design context-sensitive 
interventions and changes. 

2.4 Apply culturally appropriate 
learning theory to change 
processes. 

 

1.1  Demonstrate competence 
with/mastery of scholarship 
relevant to their educational  
specialties. 

6.2  Demonstrate a capacity to 
promote learner centered, 
technologically enhanced 
teaching that is aligned with 
learners’ interests, encourages 
personal choice and initiative, and 
results in learning. 

6.3  Demonstrate the capacity to take 
into account learners’ beliefs, 
goals, cultural background, 
emotional makeup, technology 
skills, and habits of thinking in 
order to promote knowledge 
production, critical analysis, and 
reflection. 

 

 Major Field 
Competence (1.2) 

 Critical & Creative 
Thinking (2.3, 2.4) 
 

 
 
 
 
Learning Objectives 
By the end of this course students will be able to: 

1. Demonstrate a “design-thinking” approach to organizational action and change. 
2. Prototype strategies for organizational growth and change. 
3. Analyze results of prototypes. 
4. Pivot and revise plans for change based on data analysis. 
5. Launch learning initiatives based on collected data and results. 
6. Demonstrate understanding of design thinking process through case study analysis. 
7. Utilize design tools to frame solutions and realize selected offerings. 
8. Communicate results of the design process to a client of collaborator. 
9. Construct design data collection instruments. 
10. Analyze data in order to make performance improvement/programmatic recommendations. 
11. Build new knowledge from vast amounts of information available. 
12. Present findings and recommendations in written, graphic, and oral form. 

 
Outline of Course Content 

 Assumption Testing 

 Rapid Prototyping 

 Customer Co-creation 

 Frame Solutions 

 Learning Launch 

 Realize Offerings 

 Leading Growth and Innovation 
 
Required Texts 
Kumar, V. (2013). 101 Design methods: A structured approach for driving innovation in your organization. Hoboken, 

NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
Liedtka, J., &  Ogilvie, T. (2011). Designing for growth: A design tool kit for managers. New York: Columbia University 

Press. 
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Other Required Readings (Provided Online) 
Kelley, T. (2001). The art of innovation. New York, NY: Doubleday. 
Kelley, T. (2005). The ten faces of innovation. United States of America: Doubleday. 
Liedtka, J., King, A., & Bennett, K. (2013). Solving problems with design thinking: 10 stories of what works. New York: 

Columbia University Press. 
van der Pilj, P., Lokitz, J., & Solomon, L.K. (2016). Design a better business: New tools, skills and mindset for strategy 

and innovation. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
 
Suggested Text (Optional) 
Liedtka, J., Ogilvie, T., & Brizenske, R. (2014). The designing for growth field book: A step-by-step project guide. New 

York: Columbia University Press. 
 
 
 
Grading & Assignments 

Prototype & Report 20% 

Learning Guide 14% 

Final Pitch (Culminating Project) 30% 

Learning Activities 16% 

Reading Journal 10% 

Participation 10% 

 
I use the grade scale provided by University of the Pacific Graduate Studies: 

A Exemplary (Exemplary achievement of course objectives clearly and 
significantly above the requirements) 

B Satisfactory (Satisfactory achievement of the course objectives. Adequate 
performance on stated requirements)  

C Marginal (minimal achievement of course objectives)  

D Unsatisfactory 

F Failing 

Grades of C- or below cannot be counted to a student’s program of study. A cumulative GPA of 3.0 or above is 
required to maintain good academic standing. 
 
 

Grading Scale    

A+ n/a B+ 91-92% C+ 83-84% D+ 75-76% 

A   95-100% B   87-90% C   79-82% D   71-74% 

A-  93-94% B-  85-86% C-  77-78% D-  69-70% 

   F    below 69% 

 
Specific Requirements 

Prototype & Report 
This project provides the opportunity to apply the information, knowledge, and skills you learn in this class to a 
real organization.  This outlines the problem and findings discovered the first stages outlined in the design brief. 
These are recorded through multiple design data collection tools. The design criteria sets the blueprint for finding 
an ideal solution to the design brief and creates a concise list of relevant constraints and aspirations and sets the 
criteria to evaluate alternative designs derived from study of user needs and business requirements. 
 
Project deliverables include: 

 The Prototype  

 The Prototype Report- 3-6 pages. Alternative media or presentation formats also accepted. 

 The Presentation- less 5-10 minutes at the 2nd Residency weekend. 
 
The above process should be documented in the final report through the following components (suggested 
section titles are italicized): 

 The Prototype- The prototype is the physical item you used as a prototype, or if using a process some 
kind of documentation of the process, possibly video or another tool. You must share the item, explain 
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how it was used, and allow others to interact with it. 
 

 The Prototype Report- The Prototype Report is how you will show your results from the prototype. While 
the items below need to be included, how they are included and presented are completely up to you. This 
is where your individual creativity comes into play. 

 Presentation- You will present your prototype and report to the class during the 2nd weekend residency. 
You must be able to communicate the process, your findings, and your initial conclusions in a 
presentation format. 
 

Learning Guide 
     1-3 pages 
Full description can be found in pages 210- 211 of the Designing for Growth text.  
 
The learning guide restates the strategic intent of the project and defines the parameters for testing the remaining 
key assumptions. It is used to address the questions- “What if it doesn’t work?” 
 
The learning guide must contain the following: 

 Strategic Intent- Describes in two to three sentences what the project is setting out to achieve, both for 
users and the organization. 

 Remaining Key Assumptions to Be Tested- List the assumptions about the concept that you have not yet 
been able to test with the data you already have. 

 In- Market Test Plan- Define which assumptions are most important to answer during this phase. For 
each one, define what constitutes a successful test by specifying one or more metrics. 

 Financial Capital to be Expended- Describe the capital resources that will be made available during the 
What Works phase to test key assumptions in the marketplace, whether through co-creation or formal 
learning launches. 
 

 

Final Pitch - Culminating Project 
       Slide Deck 
 
The Final Presentation is the Culminating Project for both EDUC 235 & 236. This is your opportunity to 
summarize the entire design process you have completed. This should be done as though you were presenting to 
you client. While you will actually present the Final Presentation to your client, you will also present during the 
Final Residency weekend to your classmates and instructor.  
 
A slide deck must be turned in, but you can also include any supplementary documents or reports you would like. 
You have 15 minutes to present. Not only should your presentation demonstrate sound design processes through 
data from each of the stages, but the presentation should also demonstrate your own understanding of design 
thinking and its benefit to an organization. 
 
There is no set format to this presentation other than the time limit and the need for a slide deck. This is your 
opportunity to show what you have learned through this project.  
 

Reading Journal 
To increase the meaningfulness and productivity of our weekly class sessions, it is incredibly important that 
everyone read the assignments prior to class.  To encourage thoughtful reflection on the reading, I require a 
Canvas Journal Entry for each chapter/reading assigned.  These journal entries must be made in your “Reading 
Journal” space in Canvas each week, prior to our class meeting.  Please note: Other members of the class will 
not be able to see your journal. 
 
Each entry should include the following: 

- Author’s last name and chapter (if applicable) 
- A 2-4 paragraph summary of the reading. 

o Identify and synthesize the main concept(s) or take-away(s) in the chapter/article 
o Identify the main assumptions or taken-for-granted perspectives underlying that concept (e.g., 

What are the unstated ideas underlying the author’s thinking?) 
o Discuss the implications/consequences of this concept (i.e., What are the implications if we take 

this line of reasoning seriously? What are the consequences if people ignore the author’s 
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reasoning?). 
- Your reaction to the chapter (e.g., agreements with the arguments presented by the author, 

disagreements with the author’s arguments, muddiest points in reading, relation of the author’s point to 
your own experience). 

- Questions you have after reading this chapter/article. (if applicable) 
 
Assessment:  
Grades will be issued based on: 

- Summary/Analysis of the Reading 
- Rich and accurate understanding of the main concept(s) or take-away(s). 
- Accurate identification of the main assumptions or taken-for-granted perspectives underlying that 

concept.  
- Effective discussion of the implications/consequences of that concept.  

- Reaction to the Reading 
- Effective identification of compelling arguments that you agree or disagree with.  

Relevant relation of the author’s points to other readings and/or personal experiences. 

Learning Activities 
Throughout the course, several Learning Activities will be completed to supplement the activities and discussions 
that occur during our live class sessions.  Often, these will be design practice activities to help prepare you for the 
activities that will be part of your design projects. Details for each Learning Activity in the Canvas modules. 
 
Learning Activities will include: 

 Key Assumptions Task- Assumptions and Plan 

 Frame Solutions Tool 

 Assumption Testing Data 

 Realize Offerings Tool 
 
 

Residency Weekend & Videoconference Participation  
Along with my faculty colleagues in the Benerd School of Education, I strongly believe in fostering a community of 
learners in which we all learn from one another. Therefore, class participation is absolutely central to the learning 
and consists of two crucial components in this class:  
 
Residency Weekends: 
I expect that you will actively participate in all Residency Weekends by attending all sessions in person.   
 
Any request for a rare exception to attending a weekend session (all or part) must be received by me at least one 
week in advance.  If an exception is granted, you will be expected to (1) meet with a cohortmate to discuss what 
was missed; (2) submit a one-page summary/reaction to the session within one week; and (3) complete and 
submit any in-class activities.   
 
Penalties are assessed for not attending Residency Weekends. 
 
Collaborate Videoconference Sessions: 
An equally important part of this course is our live Collaborate sessions.  It is important that you login to 
Blackboard Collaborate early in order to be ready to actively participate in the live class sessions.  
 
It is strongly encouraged that you be actively involved in the live sessions.  However, I understand that there may 
be times you can’t attend.  If you cannot attend a session, you will need to arrange with me in advance.  In such 
cases, you will need to (1) listen to the archived recording, (2) submit a one-page summary/reaction to the 
session, and (3) complete any in-class activities that occurred.  This make-up assignment should be completed 
within one week of the absence.   
 
Those who do not attend a Collaborate session and don’t complete the make-up activity within one week will be 
assessed a ten-point penalty for each respective session missed. 

 
 
Overall Course Expectations 
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Students in this course are expected to be active learners and participants, requiring all students to take an active role 
in their own learning and to share the learning process with the class.  Evidence of active learning includes: 

 Being actively engaged in all weekly online activity, which is critical to promoting a learning community within the 
class.  

 Reading and watching all assigned materials and making note of questions, areas of interest, and connections 
you find to other readings. 

 Open-minded participation in all activities, allowing fellow cohort members to test their own assumptions as well 
as expand the worldview of others in the class. Each member has an equally important story to share based on 
and everyone will benefit from respecting the viewpoints of their cohortmates.   

 Sharing key learning points, sharing with your colleagues and myself what you learned throughout the quarter. 

 Checking Pacific email several times each week.  Course announcements will be made via Canvas/email.  
Please note that you can forward your Pacific email to another account if you prefer not to check it regularly.  
Please see forwarding instructions here: bit.ly/gmail-forward  

 
 
Instructor Policy Regarding Grades and Feedback 
Please keep in mind these guidelines for assignments: 

 Evaluation: All graded activities will require students to perform against the standard of professionalism, which 
implies (at least): accuracy, neatness, correct written and spoken form and style, punctuality, resourcefulness, 
and creativity. 

 Due Dates: Late assignments will receive a point penalty depending on lateness and other factors. 
 
Central to our program is ongoing growth and improvement that’s provided through iterative developmental feedback.  
Due to the fast-paced nature of this course and the iterative nature of the assignments, it will not be practical to re-
assess assignments unless arrangements are made relatively quickly.  After a grade has been issued, I will consider 
re-reviewing an assignment if these requirements are met: 

1. Feedback regarding this issue was not included in my response to an earlier draft of the work. 
2. Substantive improvements have been made (e.g., major gaps were filled, new components have been added).  

Assignments will not be re-graded for proofreading or APA issues (although I will consider re-grading if you are 
generally seeking to improve the quality of your writing). 

 

These guidelines were adopted from Dr. Wendy Ruona at the University of Georgia. 
 
 
Pacific Academic Policy Information 
Retention of Student Work 
Please note that your work may be retained to assess how the learning objectives of the course are being met. 
 
Disability Policy 
If you are a student with a disability who requires accommodations, please contact the Director of the Office of 
Services for Students with Disabilities (SSD) for information on how to obtain an Accommodations Request Letter. To 
ensure timeliness of services, it is preferable that you obtain the accommodation letter(s) from SSD in the first 2 weeks 
of class. After you receive the accommodation letter, please schedule a meeting with me to arrange the 
accommodation(s).  SSD is located on the Stockton Campus, McCaffrey Center, Rm. 137. Contact information: 
209.946.3221, ssd@pacific.edu or pacific.edu/disabilities  
 
Honor Code 
The Honor Code at the University of the Pacific calls upon each student to exhibit a high degree of maturity, 
responsibility, and personal integrity. Students are expected to: 
 

 Act honestly in all matters 
 Actively encourage academic integrity 
 Discourage any form of cheating or dishonesty by others 
 Inform the instructor and appropriate university administrator if she or he has a reasonable and good faith 

belief and substantial evidence that a violation of the Academic Honesty Policy has occurred. 
 
Violations will be referred to and investigated by the Office of Student Conduct and Community Standards. If a student 
is found responsible, it will be documented as part of her or his permanent academic record. A student may receive a 
range of penalties, including: 

http://bit.ly/gmail-forward
mailto:ssd@pacific.edu
http://pacific.edu/disabilities
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 Failure of an assignment,  
 Failure of the course,  
 Suspension, or  
 Dismissal from the University 

 
The Academic Honesty Policy is located in Tiger Lore and online at http://bit.ly/Tiger-Lore  
 
As graduate students, it is essential that policies regarding academic honesty, citations, and plagiarism be 
followed very carefully. 
 
 
Weekly Schedule 

Week Class 
Meeting(s) 

Readings Assignments Due 

Week 1 
 
Assumption 
Testing 
5/15- 5/21 

Residency 
Weekend 1: 
5/19-5/21 

DFG: What Wows- 124-129 
          Chapter 9 (In Class) 

Learning Activity 1: 
In-class 

Week 2 
 
Rapid 
Prototyping 
5/22-5/28 
 

Discussion 
Board: 
5/23-5/25 

DFG: Chapter 10 
 
E-Reading: 
-Kelley- Prototyping Shorthand 
 
 

Reading Journal  
Due 5/28, 11:59 pm 
 
 

Week 3 
 
Prototyping 
Process 
5/29-6/4 
 

Collaborate: 
5/29 
(7:00-9:00pm) 

E-Reading: 
-Kelley- The 10 Faces- The Experimenter 
- DBB- Autodesk Case Study 
-DBB- Prototyping Tools 
 
 

Reading Journal 
Due 6/4, 11:59 pm 
 

Week 4 
 
Frame Solutions 
6/5-6/11 

Residency 
Weekend 2:  
6/9-6/10 

Kumar: Chapter 6 – Browse Tools 
 

Prototype & Report 
At Saturday Residency 
 
 

Week 5 
 
Customer  
Co-creation 
6/12-6/18 

Collaborate: 
6/12 
(7:00-9:00pm) 
 
 

DFG:What Works?  
         Chapter 11 
 

Learning Activity 2 
Due 6/18, 11:59 pm 

Week 6 
 
Learning 
Launch 
6/19-6/25 
 

Collaborate: 
6/19 
(7:00-9:00pm) 

DFG: Chapter 12 
 
 

Learning Activity 3 
Due 6/25, 11:59 pm 

Week 7 
 
Realize 
Offerings 
6/26-7/2 
 
 

Collaborate:  
6/26 
(7:00-9:00pm) 

Kumar: Chapter 7- Browse Tools  Learning Guide 
Due 7/2, 11:59 pm 

Week 8 
 
Leading Growth 
& Innovation 
7/3-7/9 

Discussion 
Board: 
7/5-7/8 

DFG: Leading Growth & Innovation 
E-Reading: 
-Kelley- The 10 Faces- The Storyteller 

Learning Activity 4 
Due 7/9, 11:59pm 

http://bit.ly/Tiger-Lore
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Week 9 
 
Design Process 
Culmination 
7/10-7/16 

Residency 
Weekend 3: 
7/14- 7/15 

 Final Pitch  
At Saturday Residency 
 
 

Week 10 
 
Case Study 
7/17-7/21 

Collaborate: 
7/17  
(7:00-9:00pm) 
 
 

 
E-Reading:10 Stories Case Study 
 

Reading Journal  
7/20 11:59 pm 
 
 

 

 
 


